
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:

IN DETAIL:

The defining force in Philipp's career has been driving large-scale innova on and
digital transforma on for blue-chips in JAPAC and sparring with the
Founder/CEOs of Singapore's most successful technology disruptors on
reimagining en re sectors. He was a founding member of MetLife's first global
R&D hub, branding it lumenlab, a first for the industry in many ways over. His
work on singlife (now merged with Aviva) as well as digital telco circles as a brand
and business helped turn both into boilerplates in the public domain. His
engagement for the start-up world made him a pivotal node in the Singapore and
regional venture ecosystems. His work a racted the a en on of media including
Business Insider, Economist Intelligence Unit, Esquire, Haymarket, Forbes, Economic
Times, Springer and various leading industry imprints.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Philipp Kris an inspires organisa ons of all shapes and sizes and leaders from all
walks of life to create the future they're dreaming of. He loves to put the human
in transforma on for good. He loves turning complex problems into beau ful
ideas that shine with pragma c takeaways. His unique insight on trust,
innova on and change empowers audiences around the globe.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

Philipp's highly energe c and personal speaking style mixes deep human insight
with sharp commercial acumen.

Philipp Kris an is an innova on strategist at heart, a great communicator on stage and an eloquent rebel on the page. He
believes trust is our collec ve human superpower. Trust leadership empowers us to change things for the be er and become the
best version of ourselves and humanity.

Philipp Kristian
Global Innova on x Trust Pioneer, Voice of Gens Y to Z

"One of the most crea ve thinkers"

TRUST - Unite your People (Because
We're Better Together!)
INNOVATE - Imagine your Future
(Because We All Dream of a Better
World!)
CHANGE - Transform your Reality
(Because Making It Happen Is
Everything!)
Human Transformation
Inter-generational Collaboration
The Trust Economy - What It Is, and
How It's Transforming Work and Play

2021 Reset: Rethinking Our World
and Creating A Different
Future

2018 The Trust Economy: How
Digital Technology Is
Transforming Trust and
Creating Social and Business
Innovation

2017 The Trust Economy: Building
Strong networks and realising
exponential value in the digital
age
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